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P.S.1 has only been a museum
since 1976, but for such a well-
known institution, it’s surprisingly
easy to miss. The Victorian school
building it occupies blends seam-
lessly into the gritty, post-industrial
landscape of Long Island City; I
drove past it three times and made
a couple of phone calls before I fig-
ured out where I was headed. If you
get there via a short ride on the
number 7 train from Times Square,
it’s easier to spot the place on foot:
the Court House Square Station is
only two blocks away.

The red brick structure, a public
school until it was abandoned in
1963 (hence the name), is entered
through the back, where an austere,
graveled courtyard, with niches for
outdoor art installations, has been
created from the rec yard. A wide,
modern staircase climbs to the low-
key entrance area.

The museum, which has been
associated with the Museum of
Modern Art since 2000, is devoted
to contemporary art. Many pieces
are on loan from Manhattan gal-
leries, and the dominant aesthetic
of the rotating exhibits is

Continued on Page 6
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By Anthony Deckoff
Next on the Museum Trail: P.S.1Andijan Massacre: 

SIPA Remembers
Almost a year after government

authorities gave the order to gun
down as many as 600 pro-democra-
cy demonstrators in Andijan,
Uzbekistan, Galima Burhabaeva,
an Uzbek journalist now studying
at Columbia’s School of
Journalism, still cringes at the offi-
cial version of events. 

That is because Burhabaeva was
there.  Her experiences on May 13,
2005, echo in her memory: running
for shelter from automatic weapons
fire; being detained by the police;
finding her backpack and notebook
pierced by a bullet. 

The massacre reverberates in the
lives of other Uzbeks, as well.

On March 6, more than 100 aca-
demics, journalists, diplomats,
activists and students gathered at
SIPA for a conference entitled,
“Uzbekistan and the Andijan
Massacre One Year Later: The
Politics of Tragedy.” Six regional
experts, including two eyewitness-
es to the massacre, shared their
impressions and research on this
emotionally fraught topic.

Despite Uzbek president Islam
Karimov’s efforts to rewrite the
story of Andijan and his refusal to
allow an international investiga-
tion, a clearer picture of the event
has gradually emerged for the
world—but not for the Uzbek pub-
lic, which continues to face news
blackouts, disinformation cam-
paigns and show trials. 

In the weeks leading up to the
massacre, friends and relatives of
23 local businessmen, who were on
trial for inciting Islamic extremism
and conspiracy against the state,
gathered outside the courthouse in
Andijan.  

To most, the outcome of the trial
seemed a foregone conclusion,
given President Karimov’s habit of
labeling any challenge to his
regime as Islamic extremism
deserving severe punishment. 

On the night of May 12, gunmen
broke into the prison where the
businessmen were being held,
killed security officials, and took 

Continued on Page 3

By James Stephenson and Stephanie Waxman

Banned Belarusian flags are waved during a protest rally in Minsk on March 20, 2006, following the recent
presidential elections. The incumbent, Alexander Lukashenka, won a third term with 83 percent of the vote.
According to the elections monitoring mission of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe
(OSCE), the elections were not free and fair. An estimated 5,000 people came to October Square to voice their
dissent toward the president, despite frigid temperatures and government threats. On March 24, riot police offi-
cers arrested hundreds of demonstrators, and reportedly used tear gas, clubs and violence to disperse the rest.
Both the United States and the European Union reacted by imposing sanctions against Belarus, including a
travel ban on President Lukashenka. Photo and caption by Lesia Lozowy (MIA1).

The events of the post-election
uprising in Minsk, Belarus, and the
Ukrainian Orange Revolution of
2004 share dizzying similarities:
the same demands, same opposi-
tion leader posturing, same youth-
ful faces in warm coats—the same
ambitions, yet different results.

The Belarusian uprising, after
gaining momentum, is fading.

As Andrew Harder (MIA1)
noted, “If you don’t pick a color or
a flower to name your revolution,
you’re in a gutter.”

Something clever is revealed by
this remark: if a revolution does not
have a symbol, how much thought
or preparation went into it in the
first place? The perplexing reality
of the Belarusian  opposition is that
there are two leaders and no unity
in their agendas. 

The current Belarusian opposi-
tion stems from a history of severe
repressions over the past 12 years. 

“Bat’ka,” which means “father”
in Belarusian, is the nickname
given to current Belarus president
Alexander Lukashenka by his
opponents and supporters alike.
Lukashenka was elected the first

president of the Independent
Republic of Belarus in 1994 while
riding a wave of rags-to-riches
popularity. He was a collective
farm director, and his populist pol-
itics and “village force” credentials
were major assets in his campaign.

Lukashenka’s rule started off
with almost immediate confronta-
tion with the National Parliament.
In 1996, he issued a nationwide ref-
erendum and won approval for
constitutional change that granted
him nearly absolute power and
extended his five-year term. The
parliamentary opposition sought to
impeach Lukashenka and to elimi-
nate the office of president, but
these efforts were countered by
Lukashenka’s signing of the
revised constitution, which closed
Parliament and created a new leg-
islative body staffed by
Lukashenka’s supporters. 

Many Western countries
denounced the referendum as
fraudulent; Belarus’ relationship
with European countries and with
the United States began to deterio-

Continued on Page 7

Belarus: A Colorless
Revolution By Elina Sverdlova
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Each spring semester, a team of faculty, administrative and student
readers buckles down to read the avalanche of MIA and MPA applications
that arrives in the admissions office at the beginning of January. The early
stages of the process are physically demanding and labor-intensive.
Boxes and boxes of FedEx mailers are opened, sorted and assembled into
colored folders that contain each application (for ’06 they are grey).

As you will recall from your own application, each dossier includes not
only the basic application materials submitted online, but also transcripts
from various institutions, three recommendation letters, TOEFL and GRE
scores, and occasional supplementary material submitted by applicants
such as photos, videotapes, DVDs, publications and writing samples.

As any admissions office staff member or PA can testify, it is a mam-
moth task to assemble the disparate materials, do the necessary data entry
and “batch” the applications so that admissions readers can begin their
work when registration ends in late January.

Parallel tasks include corresponding with applicants about items miss-
ing from their applications and fielding the many inquiries from appli-
cants with questions about the status of their applications. Approximately
2,500 MIA and MPA applications are processed each year, the majority
of which are submitted for the January 5 deadline. This year more than
1,400 applications were batched and read during the month of February.
A second application deadline in mid-February allows for late applica-
tions and generates a second batch of applications for readers. 

This year saw some innovation in the processing of applications, as the
admissions office was able to sort applications into subsets and direct
them to the appropriate readers, so that faculty read applications to their
concentrations, and applications with similar characteristics (such as low
TOEFL scores or no work experience) were read together to ensure they
were evaluated consistently.

In late January, meetings were held to brief new admissions readers on
the basics of application reading. Readers learn about the academic and
professional credentials we are looking for in applicants to the MIA and
MPA programs and get pointers about evaluating resumes, personal state-
ments, transcripts and standardized test scores.

Applications are read by at least two readers, who independently assign
a numerical score and a decision on admissions assessment cards. In the
case of disagreement, readers will meet to review the applicant, or a third
reader will weigh in to make the decision.

Care is taken to pair new readers with experienced ones, a system that
has worked well because it combines faculty and administrator expertise
with a fresh eye and the on-the-ground perspective that current students
bring to the process.

February is the season of the “other midterms,” as admissions teams
valiantly push to make the late February reading deadline. All readers
should be commended for managing their regular workload along with
the demands of admissions reading. Both the Office of Student Affairs
and the admissions office are crammed with plastic bins full of grey
manila folders, and readers can be found at all hours, coffee at hand,
methodically making their way through their batch of applications.
Evenings and weekends are favored for admissions reading, as it is truly
challenging to read applications during the bustle and activity of the day-
time hours. 

This year the admissions office was able to get decisions out to first-
round applicants earlier than ever, as e-mail notifications went out during
the first week of March. Despite our larger applicant pool, we were able
to get decisions out ahead of our competitor schools, so that applicants
would get their offer from SIPA first.

Over the next several weeks, as readers tackle the second batch of
applications, the admissions office will coordinate phone and e-mail out-
reach to admitted students so we can congratulate them on their admis-
sion and answer the many questions they have about SIPA.

Open Houses for admitted students in the MPA and MIA programs will
be held on April 4 and 11, respectively. These important events allow
admitted students to visit SIPA, meet faculty, administrators and current
students, and obtain information that will help them finalize their deci-
sions about graduate school. We hope that current students will look back
on their own admission experience and extend a warm welcome to admit-
ted students at the 2006 Open Houses.
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EDITORIAL

James Munsell (MIA1), fondly
called Jim, BA, Princeton and
JD, Harvard, was a corporate
attorney in New York before com-
ing to SIPA to study energy.
How old are you?
I have always considered my age
a state secret, but I was born four
days after Pearl Harbor, which
makes me one year shy of
Medicare eligible.
What do you do for fun? 
I have a wife, five children and
three grandchildren who give me
a great deal of pleasure. My wife
and I enjoy the ballet, the opera,
and also the occasional rock con-
cert. I have always enjoyed read-
ing, everything from science fic-
tion to biography.  So much to
do, so little time…  
Why Econ Analysis over golf?
Who said Econ was better than
golf? However, I feel fortunate
that at an age when many of my
contemporaries are content to
spend their time on the golf
course, I have the opportunity to
spend part of my time in an inter-
esting and challenging environ-
ment in the company of an
accomplished group of students,
most less than half my age.
Career advice for classmates? 
I think it was Jefferson who said
something like, “Luck is impor-
tant in life, but I find that the
harder I work, the luckier I get.” 
Did your family support your
decision to return to school? 
Yes. I jokingly tell my friends
that my wife, who is still working
as a banker, thinks of my time at
Columbia as adult day care—
expensive adult day care. 
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Every country has an underclass
of workers to do the jobs no one
else wants: France has its Muslim
ghetto population; India has its
untouchables; the United States has
illegal immigrants.

It’s a symbiotic but unequal rela-
tionship. Undocumented immi-
grants need income, and the
economies of these countries
would be debilitated without cheap
manual labor. So they continue in
an exploitative partnership, now under
further attack by Rep. Jim
Sensenbrenner’s anti-immigration bill. 

Last December, Sensenbrenner
convinced the House of
Representatives to pass the “Border
Protection, Antiterrorism, and
Illegal Immigration Control Act of
2005” (H.R. 4437). Under this act,
undocumented immigrants would
become felons. The bill, now under
consideration in the Senate, also
seeks to erect 700 miles of fencing
along the Mexican border, limit
immigrants’ access to circuit
courts, make undocumented immi-
gration status a criminal (not a
civil) offense, expand mandatory
detention policies and more. 

This means that if you, as a for-
eign student, let your course load
drop below the required credits,
you will be considered a criminal. 

The bill will result in the deten-
tion of an astounding number of
immigrants. Many will be subject

to deportation; those whose home
countries refuse them will be sub-
ject to indefinite detainment. The
Department of Homeland
Security’s plans to build $385 mil-
lion worth of immigrant detention
centers (contracted to Halliburton
subsidiary Kellogg Brown Root) is
hardly a productive response.

U.S. immigration rates are higher
than ever. But militarizing the
Mexican border and criminalizing
immigrants is not the answer xeno-
phobic lawmakers think it is.
People will continue to filter
through the borders, albeit at high-
er personal cost. They are already
aware that they could be deported,
even killed, in the process. Many
sell themselves into years of sweat-
shop labor to repay those who
brought them here. They are not
likely to stop their dangerous jour-
neys with these changed stakes.
The situations in their countries of
origin are still just as desperate.

Sweatshops will continue to
operate in cities like New York and
Los Angeles, 500,000-strong
protest rallies will continue to be
underreported, and the country’s 12
million undocumented immigrants
will continue to live lives of quiet
desperation. This legislation will
merely force them to gamble more
heavily, lose more if caught and
live far more miserable lives while
on U.S. soil.

“I have many friends who are
slaves,” said SIPA student
Abdarahmane Wone matter-of-
factly as we walked through
Morningside Park to eat lunch at
one of his favorite spots in Little
Senegal. “At home, we would play
soccer together. But when their
masters would call they would
have to go work.”

Abda is not a typical graduate
student. A first-year MIA student
concentrating in African Studies,
he has another identity as a free-
dom fighter and crusader against
slavery in his home country,
Mauritania.

“Everybody has a mission in his
life,” Abda says. “My mission is to
free my people.”

According to the American Anti-
Slavery Group, as many as one mil-
lion people are slaves in Mauritania
today. Slavery began there hun-
dreds of years ago, when Arabs and
Berbers from North Africa raided
villages, captured indigenous
blacks and enslaved them. The
slaves of today, their descendents,
are known as the “Haratine” caste.

Haratines are born into lives of
servitude. They are beaten and
raped by their masters at will.
Often slave children are taken from
their mothers, sold and raped with-
out any recourse. 

The Mauritanian government has
outlawed slavery three times, most
recently in 1980, but anti-slavery
laws are not enforced.

Abda comes from the Fulani, the
largest group of free blacks in
Mauritania. But he knows racism
from personal experience. His
father and uncle were packed into
trucks and deported to Senegal in
1989, after a frontier clash between
Senegal and Mauritania forced
more than 65,000 Mauritanians to
flee the country. Abda and other
activists contend that the govern-
ment used the incident as an excuse
to try to create a mono-ethnic Arab
state and steal black-owned land in

the south, one of the most fertile
areas in the country.

After his father and uncle were
deported, Abda moved in with his
two older brothers. He continued to
go to school while they devised an
escape plan. 

“We couldn’t just wake up and
leave, because that could have been
dangerous,” Abda explained. He
described the government’s purges
of black Mauritanians, which left
hundreds dead.

“We lived in anger and fear,” he
said. “When it was bad, I would see
bodies in the street. I promised
myself that I would leave and go to
Senegal, but that I would return and
free my country.” 

But before he could leave, he was
arrested and put in jail. He was
beaten and tortured with a leather
whip until he convinced his captors
that he didn’t know about any
underground anti-government
organizations. His injuries have
still not completely healed—his
hearing is mildly impaired. 

A few weeks after his release,
Abda packed a bag with clothes
and left for Senegal, where he
joined the African Liberation
Forces of Mauritania, or FLAM,
created in 1983 by black leaders to
fight racism and slavery. 

“We seek to overthrow the gov-
ernment if necessary,” said Abda of

FLAM’s mission, “but we are try-
ing to do so peacefully.”

FLAM’s 1986 publication of
“Manifesto of the Oppressed Black
Mauritanian” led to violent clashes
and riots. After failing to convince
neighboring Senegal and Mali to
support an armed guerilla move-
ment, FLAM adopted a non-violent
strategy based on lobbying and
international activism.

During his time in Senegal, Abda
worked by day as a reporter for Sud
Quotidien newspaper; by night, he
discussed regime change with
FLAM members. But by 2000,
Senegal and Mauritania were close
to signing a peace agreement;
FLAM was no longer welcome in
Senegal. In December 2000, the
U.N. High Commission for
Refugees resettled Abda and 43
other FLAM members to the
United States. 

Abda is now the North America
spokesperson for FLAM, and is
using his time in the United States
to spread his message to the
English-speaking world.

He is sure FLAM will succeed in
abolishing slavery. “It’s up to us,”
he explained. “It might take time,
but other people fought to free their
countries so why can’t we?”

Lauren Kesner is concentrating in
EPD with a focus on the media.

On Being A Freedom Fighter
By Lauren Kesner
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SIPASA Speaks Editorial By SIPASA Co-President
Ben Madgett

Continued from Page 1
over the local government building
or hokimiat.

The next morning, word began to
spread of a large protest in the main
square of Andijan. By 11 a.m., the
citizens, many of whom were
employed by the accused business-
men, gathered to vent their frustra-
tion with poverty and government
repression. Most of the protestors
were women and children.

Perhaps fearful of the “colored”
revolutions that have swept
Ukraine, Kyrgyzstan and Georgia
in recent years, government forces
arrived in the afternoon, cordoned
off the square and
began shooting
indiscriminately. 

According to eye-
witness accounts,
hundreds of people
were ambushed by
government forces,
who opened fire
without warning. 

Uzbeks poured out
of the area to neigh-
boring Kyrgyzstan,
and many remain
refugees.  

Besides backing a call for a U.N.-
sponsored international investiga-
tion, the United States has not
taken any serious steps to impose
sanctions against the regime. The
reaction of the European Union
was slightly more robust, but still
constituted less than a slap on the
wrist: a travel ban against the top
members of the Karimov regime,
and an arms embargo against
Uzbekistan. 

Meanwhile, Russia and China
voiced their support for the Uzbek
government. 

The most powerful presentations
of the conference were the eyewit-
ness accounts of the massacre by
Bukharbaeva and human rights
researcher Lutfullo Shamsuddinov.
A stunned audience listened to
sounds of the shooting and pleas
for help recorded during a phone

call to the BBC at the time of the
massacre in Bobur Square.  

SIPA Professor Peter Sinnott,
lead organizer of the conference,
addressed the context of the mas-
sacre from a more scholarly angle.
He spoke on the history of protest
movements in Uzbekistan, the
issue of moral authority in Central
Asia and the excessive use of force
by state authorities. 

Alisher Ilkhamov, of the School
of Oriental and African Studies at
the University of London, argued
that Akromiya, the association of
23 businessmen on trial, was actu-
ally a moderate Islamic movement

that had contribut-
ed to civil society
and the social and
economic welfare
of Uzbeks. 

The conference
concluded with
talks by represen-
tatives from inter-
national non-gov-
ernmental organi-
zations, which
have recently been
purged from
Uzbekistan. 

Acacia Shields (SIPA ’97) of
Human Rights Watch discussed the
Uzbek government’s crackdown on
freedom of speech and civil society
following the massacre. Sergei
Kalamytsau of the International
League for Human Rights com-
mented on the world’s disappoint-
ing response to the massacre.

The final hour of the conference
allowed for a question-and-answer
session with the audience.
Questioners included representa-
tives from Freedom House, Radio
Free Europe/Radio Liberty,
Columbia University and various
Uzbek political figures, activists
and refugees.

James Stephenson and Stephanie
Waxman (both MIA1) are EPD
concentrators and share an interest
in Central Asia.

Christabel Dadzie, Fanta Toure,
and Remi Bello are not happy with
the state of African studies at
SIPA—and they are not alone. On
March 1, more than 30 students
from five Columbia schools attend-
ed a meeting organized by the trio,
responding to a call to revive the
“dying status” of Columbia’s
Institute of African Studies (IAS).

The meeting was an initiative of
the SIPA Pan-African Network
(SPAN), a student-run group that
provides a platform for students
interested in African development.
During the meeting, students dis-
cussed potential courses of action
to re-energize African studies at
Columbia. Atop their list of com-
plaints: relatively few courses that
focus on Africa, no full-time direc-
tor of the IAS for the last two years
and a lack of Africanist faculty. 

Addressing the audience, a clear-
ly frustrated Dadzie said, “We pay
so much to attend a prestigious
institution that is well known for its
African studies program but offers
few courses that deal with Africa.”
Those who attended the meeting—
students primarily from SIPA and
Teachers College, but also from
Columbia College, the School of

Public Health and the School of
Social Work—agreed.

Indeed, a look at the MIA regis-
tration guides from fall 2005 and
spring 2006 reveals that seven
classes dealing explicitly with
Africa (not including language
courses) were offered at SIPA dur-
ing the two semesters. In compari-
son, East Asia had 14, Latin
America 12, the Middle East 13,
Eastern and Central Europe 20, the
United States 18, and Western
Europe 13.

The IAS’s lack of a permanent
director since Professor Mahmood
Mamdani left the post in spring
2004 was also raised as a major
concern during the meeting. Bello
said, “Without a permanent, full-
time director, there is no way the
Institute can commit to effective
fundraising initiatives, which often
require months of preparation.”
The acting director, Linda Beck,
will be leaving at the end of the
semester after one year in the part-
time position.

Beck, who described the African
studies program as being in “chron-
ic crisis mode,” echoed these senti-
ments in a recent interview. She
said she would like to see

Columbia make a three-year fund-
ing commitment to the IAS, during
which it could focus on applying
for grants. She would also like to
see the Institute get a full-time
administrative assistant who would
relieve students and faculty of the
responsibility for day-to-day opera-
tions. Currently, the Institute is
staffed by two SIPA program assis-
tants and two part-time work-study
students, in addition to Beck. 

Perhaps the evening’s most mem-
orable moment came when an older
man, visibly aggravated, suddenly
interjected, “It’s all politics—the
administration just doesn’t care
about Africa.” The man would not
give his name because of his rela-
tionship to the administration. 

Frustration with African studies
at Columbia is nothing new. Two
years ago, in Mamdani’s last article
for the IAS newsletter, he referred
to the “lamentably weak condition
of African Studies at Columbia”
and the “paucity of tenured faculty
with a core interest in the study of
Africa.” The blame for this, he
said, rests primarily on the fact that
“Africa is the only part of the world
whose study is not located in an aca-
demic department at Columbia.”

SIPA dean Lisa Anderson con-
curred by e-mail, and attributed the
struggles of the IAS to the fact that
“it has no endowment and, in the
absence of a more robust faculty,
has had trouble getting outside
grants.” This may explain why
Columbia, which has consistently
been among the nation’s top recipi-
ents of Foreign Language and Area
Studies (FLAS) funding from the
U.S. Department of Education, has
not received FLAS funding in
African languages since 1996.

Anderson said, “Students have to
realize that in any given year, or
even two years, programs may be
disrupted by faculty resignations or
leaves or by other developments
that are hard to predict or to correct
in the short run.” She added,
“Africa has had a particularly bad
run in the last few years.”

There are signs of hope for
African studies, however. “At long
last,” continued Anderson, “we
have a commitment that a depart-
ment will permanently house
African languages.” She did not
specify which department had
made that commitment.

Beck, along with the organizers
of the meeting, confirmed that the

power to change African studies
ultimately lies with Columbia’s
vice president for arts and sciences,
Nicholas Dirks, and University
president Lee Bollinger—neither
of whom responded to an e-mail
regarding this article. Beck and the
meeting organizers also said that it
is students who must make it
known that a change is desired.

The students appear to be doing
just that. Thanks to the efforts of
Dadzie, Toure and Bello, six com-
mittees have been formed to lobby
for change, including committees
on class reform, institute affairs,
and media and communications. 

Anderson agreed on the impor-
tance role students could play:
“Students can help us both by con-
tinuing their already good work
in... agitating for more offerings,
demonstrating that there is a real
constituency for Africa studies,”
she said, and by making sure that
“the SIPA administration has all the
backup when we advocate for more
resources for African studies with
the University administration.” 

Phillip Palmer (MIA1), an EPD
concentrator, is writing a play
about African development issues.

SIPA students take action to revitalize African Studies
By Phillip Palmer

The Andijan Massacre

Hundreds were
ambushed by
government
forces, who
opened fire

without warning

Last December, there appeared in
Communiqué an article describing
the low number of applicants
admitted to the MIA and MPA pro-
grams who decided to matriculate
at SIPA. As student leaders, we felt
that something should be done to
improve the situation.

We are happy to report that some-
thing has indeed been done. Last
month in mailboxes around the
world, successful SIPA applicants
received not only a letter of admis-
sion but a personal e-mail from a
current SIPA student, including an
invitation to the upcoming Open
Houses on April 4 (for MPAs) and
April 11 (for MIAs). 

In the past, only incoming MPA
students have received e-mails
from student mentor-volunteers,
and only after having accepted
admission. This year, in an effort to
increase the number of students
who accept their admission offers,
SIPASA and MPASA have
launched the SIPA Ambassadors
Program with the support of the
admissions office. As part of this
program, all newly admitted MIAs
and MPAs will receive an e-mail
from a current first-year student. In
their e-mails, SIPA ambassadors

offer to answer questions about
SIPA, Columbia and life in New
York; provide information about
themselves and their concentra-
tions; and extend a personal invita-
tion to the upcoming Open House.

So far, the program has been a
resounding success. One MPA
ambassador hosted two newly
admitted students last week, show-
ing them around campus and dis-
cussing her experience at SIPA
over lunch. On the MIA side, the
admissions office received an over-
whelming response to its request
for students to take part in the
Ambassadors Program. Due to our
renewed outreach efforts, the
admissions office expects much
higher numbers at both the MIA
and MPA Open House Days, and
anticipates higher rates of accep-
tance of admission offers this year.

The Ambassadors Program is a
great example of our student
body’s commitment to, and pride
in, SIPA. Another exciting aspect
of the program is that it initiates
bonds between current and incom-
ing students, which is a very impor-
tant first step in building a sense of
belonging to the SIPA community
of which we are all part.

Letter to the Editors
Jayati Vora’s valuable article, “Columbia’s Noble Mission” (February

27), seems to imply that the 1968 gym would have been a disadvantage to
Afro-Americans. Look at what is there now!

At the time I was dubious about the obligation Columbia was assuming
for decades of staffing for non-university personnel. Good for neighbor-
hood children, but costly to Columbia.

I was there. The violence was emotional, aggravated by people who
wanted to make trouble—not to help Afro-Americans.

Hurriedly but sincerely,
C. Lowell Harriss

Professor Emeritus

Town Hall TODAY
6 - 8 p.m. on the 15th Floor!

Come hear Dean Anderson’s semi-annual “State of SIPA” address
and stay for a Q&A period with the administration and SIPASA.

Dinner reception starts at 5.30 p.m.
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On March 1, nine Columbia stu-
dents marched into University
president Lee Bollinger’s office to
deliver a letter and a bouquet of
balloons that read, “Columbia
University is full of hot air.” 

The students were representa-
tives of the undergraduate organi-
zation Students for Economic and
Environmental Justice (SEEJ). The
letter gave Bollinger 10 days to
make a public statement about his
position on a new proposal called
the Designated Supplier Program,
or DSP.

The DSP was drafted by United
Students Against Sweatshops
(USAS), a national activist organi-
zation working to improve labor
conditions among manufacturers of
university apparel. It proposes that
university apparel be sourced
exclusively from a set of 140 facto-
ries identified as respecting worker
rights. In addition to guaranteeing
the rights enshrined in universities’
codes of conduct, the factories
would need to respect their work-
ers’ right of association and pay
them a living wage.

March 10 has come and gone and
Bollinger has yet to make an offi-
cial statement. (The students origi-
nally brought the proposal to his
attention on September 28, 2005.)

According to SEEJ, the problem
is not Columbia’s Supplier Code of
Conduct, but rather the way it is

being applied. Jessie Leiken, a
member of SEEJ, said, “Columbia
has one of the strongest codes of
conduct out there, but it’s not being
enforced, which is really sad and
unfortunate.”

President Bollinger agreed in an
e-mail interview. “Enforcement of
our Supplier Code of Conduct is
clearly lacking and must be
strengthened,” he wrote.

But while there may be agree-
ment on the problem, there is no
consensus on the solution.

The DSP is one option.
Nationwide, 10 universities have

publicly supported it “in concept.”
At Columbia, it has received the
endorsement of the College
Democrats and the Columbia
Spectator editorial board. 

Under Columbia’s current moni-
toring system, workers whose
rights are violated can complain to
the Worker Rights Consortium
(WRC), an apparel industry moni-
toring agency. 

Violations include abusive labor
practices (such as excessive hours
and productivity requirements),
harassment, hazardous conditions
and other human rights violations.

The WRC then shares the infor-
mation with universities, which
may bring pressure to bear on cor-
porations to halt the violations.

But, said SEEJ member Jacob
McKean, “we’ve found ourselves
with a lot of partial victories.” 

And an even more substantial
problem arises after students
achieve larger victories.

McKean explained, “There were
a few incredible instances where
we won all the concessions we
wanted. But then the brands black-
listed [those] factories.” 

Companies would buckle to pres-
sure from the university in order to
maintain their contracts, but switch
producers when factory owners
implemented the required changes.

The DSP was created to address
this limitation.

However, some university offi-
cials are wary. Lisa Hogarty, exec-
utive vice-president for Student
and Administrative Services, also
received a balloon bouquet.

“There are still a lot of unan-
swered questions relating to DSP
implementation,” said Hogarty. In
particular, she is worried about
potential anti-trust violations and
higher consumer prices.

Professor Sharyn O’Halloran,
chair of the University’s Senate
External Relations Committee, is
drafting a report to assess the feasi-
bility of the DSP. She is concerned

about its economic feasibility, and
also the legal issues involved.

“Limiting supply to 140 firms
poses a problem of anti-trust claims
because of restraint on trade,”
O’Halloran said.

Others, including Columbia law
professor Mark Barenberg, insist
there are no legal obstacles to the
DSP. Barenberg said the program
merely attempts “to make sure that
[corporations and universities]
stick to their word.”

But Bollinger said he will wait
until the Senate External Relations
Committee presents O’Halloran’s
report in April before issuing a
public statement.

Members of SEEJ feel that all
this deliberation is unnecessary. 

“I think that publicly committing
to the process is a viable, legitimate
step that needs to be taken for any
substantial debate about implemen-
tation to occur,” said Leiken, who
expressed frustration with what she
perceives as the administration’s
stalling tactics. 

“It just makes me feel like there
must be something else going on,”
Leiken said. “Maybe they just
don’t want it to happen.” 

After graduation, Audrey Sasson
(MIA2) would like to spend her
time playing harmonica  on a coun-
try porch. But she’ll settle for a job
in economic and social rights.

Columbia Sweats the Details of its Anti-Sweatshop Labor Policy
“Columbia  

has one 
of the

strongest
codes of 
conduct

out there,
but it’s not

being
enforced,
which is

really sad.”

First there was David Horowitz’s
inclusion of nine Columbia profes-
sors in his book The Professors:
The 101 Most Dangerous
Academics in America, released in
February. Then there was the recent
accusation that SIPA has politically
legitimized the regime of Libya’s
Muammar Qaddafi by hosting a
two-day conference bringing
together Libyan and American
scholars two weeks ago. Not to
mention the university’s reappear-
ance in the headlines of The New
York Sun in January, this time for
allegations that SIPA’s dean, Lisa
Anderson, and nine other
Columbia scholars had improperly
accepted an expenses-paid “junket”
to Saudi Arabia. The wave of
attacks has been reminiscent of the
pitiful and unfounded allegations
of pro-Palestine bias and academic
intimidation launched against
Columbia professors last year. 

I could engage in a detailed
defense of the nine blacklisted pro-
fessors or provide a spreadsheet of

which parts of the Libya confer-
ence were funded by which
sources. (Incidentally, Dean
Anderson responded in a New York
Sun article that the Libyan funding
went toward the travel expenses of
the Libyan delegates.)

However, I would rather shift the
spotlight of this debate to its part in
a larger strategy of pro-Israel lob-
bying groups interested in stifling
critical inquiry and productive
debate on Middle East foreign pol-
icy issues. 

Columbia is not the exception. In
the past few weeks alone, dozens of
press headlines have singled out
well-regarded faculty and institu-
tions—most recently, Georgetown,
Harvard and the University of
Chicago—for either producing
papers critiquing U.S. policy on
Israel or accepting funds from phi-
lanthropists like the Saudi prince,
al-Waleed bin Talal bin Abdulaziz.

One target of attack has been
“The Israel Lobby,” a working
paper by Harvard’s Stephen Walt

and Chicago’s John Mearsheimer.
The authors, who critically assess
the role played by pro-Israel forces
in shaping U.S. foreign policy,
have been accused of promoting
“ignorant propaganda” (Alan
Dershowitz, The Jerusalem Post),
“drawing their sources from neo-
Nazi and other anti-Israel web-
sites” (Meghan Clyne, The New
York Sun), and of using their work
as “camouflage for anti-Semitism”
(Lowell Ponte, Front Page News).

According to the paper’s authors,
“Anyone who criticizes Israel’s
actions or argues that pro-Israel
groups have significant influence
over U.S. Middle Eastern poli-
cy…stands a good chance of being
labeled an anti-semite… It’s a very
effective tactic: anti-semitism is
something no one wants to be
accused of.”

By dismissing their article as
“neo-Nazi propaganda,” critics
proved one of the article’s main
points: labeling meaningful cri-
tique or debate about U.S. foreign

policy toward Israel as “anti-
Semitic” is a tactic used by pro-
Israel lobbyists to stifle debate. 

A March article in the Columbia
Spectator, “Hate Comes to
Columbia,” called Norman
Finkelstein, the DePaul University
political scientist who has written
extensively on the Israel-Palestine
conflict, an “anti-Semitic, terrorist
sympathizing, Holocaust revision-
ist.” It also claimed that the stu-
dents who brought him to speak
were “bringing hate” to campus.

After Finkelstein—whose par-
ents were Jewish Holocaust sur-
vivors—wrote a letter to the editor
and President Bollinger, the
Spectator issued a retraction.

But retraction or not, labeling
Finkelstein an anti-Semite and a
Holocaust revisionist and accusing
students of promoting hate has an
oppressive silencing effect that
extends beyond the forum of a stu-
dent newspaper.

With the recent controversy sur-
rounding Georgetown and Harvard

accepting $20 million from Prince
al-Waleed, the same criticism
should be applied to Jewish philan-
thropists who fund  academic insti-
tutions to establish Israel Studies
programs. Just as care should be
taken to ensure that funding from a
Saudi philanthropist is not used to
proselytize a particular point of
view on campuses, the same care
should be applied to ensure that
funds from a Jewish philanthropist
are not tied to promoting a particu-
lar political agenda

Rather than condemn Anderson
for organizing a landmark confer-
ence promoting dialogue between
American and Libyan academics
for the first time in 25 years, or dis-
credit Mearsheimer and Walt as
anti-Semites, I commend them for
promoting academic debate on sig-
nificant political issues.

Thoughtful debate—not silenc-
ing blacklists—is what we need.

Maryum Saifee (MIA1) is concen-
trating in the Middle East and HR.

Silence at SIPA: How the Israel Lobby Uses Academic Blacklists By Maryum Saifee

By Audrey Sasson

patrick falby
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Surrounded by the pomp and circum-
stance of an American political ritual,
President George W. Bush delivered his
State of the Union address on January 31.
From the American Competitiveness
Initiative to Health Savings Accounts,
Bush’s domestic policy proposals appeared
bold and forward-looking. Foreign policy,
however, seemed as ritualistic as the setting.

The president mentioned that America
was “on the offensive” six times in refer-
ence to Iraq, Afghanistan and the “War on
Terror.” Yet his words seemed to ring hol-
low when he declared, “the nations of the
world must not permit the Iranian regime to
gain nuclear weapons.” 

That hollowness stemmed from the fact
that opportunities for the United States to
react to Iran’s nuclear development are lim-
ited. From legal maneuvering, to military
threat, to diplomatic outreach, all doors
seem shut. If the “nations of the world” are
going to stop Iran from producing and per-
haps proliferating nuclear weapons, they
will likely do so without U.S. leadership.

The conspicuous absence of the United
States can be traced to Iran’s next-door
neighbor, Iraq, where American soldiers
remain on the offensive.

The first option for U.S. policy makers is
legal. The Non-Proliferation Treaty or NPT
(which Iran was among the first to sign, in
1968) sought to forbid the spread of nucle-
ar weapons and encourage the sharing of
civilian nuclear energy technology. Article
IV offers signatories the “inalienable right”
to the “research, production and use of
nuclear energy for peaceful purposes.”
Under this clause, Iran has pursued nuclear
energy, citing its legal right to do so. 

Widespread distrust of Iran’s intentions
stems from the fact that Iran is hardly short
on energy: vast reserves of oil flow beneath
its territory. More disconcerting still are
public statements by newly elected presi-
dent Mahmoud Ahmadinejad questioning
the veracity of the Holocaust and asserting
that Israel should be “wiped off the map.”
Even Iranian Nobel Peace Prize winner
Shirin Ebadi acknowledged in a January
New York Times editorial that the majority
of Iranians see the drive toward nuclear
weaponry as consistent with Iran’s status as
a great nation. 

Could the great nation of the United
States negotiate a new version of the NPT?
Unlikely. While Former President Clinton
was able to secure more intrusive inspec-
tions with the Additional Protocol to the
NPT signed in 1997, his was a different
administration. The Bush administration, by
disregarding international law and invading
Iraq without a U.N. Security Council reso-
lution, effectively precluded a legal solution
to the Iranian threat it never saw coming. 

Negotiated solutions are not limited to
legal frameworks, however. We could easi-
ly imagine hard-talking Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice heading to Tehran to look
Ahmadinejad in the eye behind closed

doors. Yet we could also imagine the
Iranian president stepping outside and
proudly announcing that he had rebuffed
the U.S. representative.

With U.S. soldiers in Iraq fighting a con-
flict widely viewed as a war of choice, the
United States is a lightning rod in the region
instead of a good-faith negotiator. Having
soured its historical alliances with Europe
over the war in Iraq, the United States has
performed a divide-and-conquer operation
on the transatlantic alliance, which is now
powerless to pressure Iran. 

Perhaps it is unfair to judge the Bush
administration on diplomatic merits, since it
defined the political euphemism “hawk”
(pro-war politicians) for a generation of
voters. There are also military options, and

historically, diplomacy has worked best
when backed with a credible threat—in line
with Theodore Roosevelt’s advice to “speak
softly and carry a big stick.” 

The problem with that strategy is that the
United States’ stick is buried deep in the
sands of Iraq, and any diplomatic mission
would arrive in Iran with little more than a
twig and a fig leaf. Iranian leaders, sensing
this weakness on the part of the world’s
strongest military, have judged that now is
the time to move.

U.S. voters and the rest of the world seem
happy that Saddam Hussein is out of power
and on trial for war crimes. However, if
they were forced to choose between
Saddam in power armed with rhetoric and
an Iran armed with nuclear weapons, I
believe most would choose the former. 

While taking the fight to the terrorists
may ring true at political rallies, the time
has come to ask if all this “going on the
offensive” has left America defenseless. 

Daniel Doktori (MIA1) is the deputy policy
director of the Foreign Policy Leadership
Council.

What a difference a few years make. Three
years after the second American invasion of
Iraq, the Middle East is in many respects
unrecognizable compared to 2003. In a very
real sense, U.S. President George Bush has
little justification for complaint. Across the
region, his calls for greater democracy have
been fulfilled with freer and fairer elections. 

Yet the outcome of elections in Iran, Egypt,
Palestine and Iraq reveals how bankrupt the
president’s democracy doctrine is. In his
relentless emphasis on words like “liberty”
and “freedom” over substantive, get-your-
hands-dirty diplomacy, Bush has managed to
make peace and democracy—not just elec-
tions, but the liberal institutions that give true
democracies a diplomatic common ground—
a more distant prospect than in 2003.

Condoleezza Rice recently called Iran a
“grave concern” to the Bush administration.
Her statement belies the United States’ heavy
hand in creating the bellicose Iran it faces
today. The ironic result of Bush’s Middle East
strategy has been to position Iran as the
strongest state in the region. 

It all began when Bush stooped to the level
of Iran’s hard-line clerics, legitimized their
death-to-America and Great Satan rhetoric,
and further alienated Iran with his breathtak-
ingly counterproductive “axis-of-evil” state-
ment. It continued with the invasion of Iraq,
whose disintegration into sectarian chaos is a
godsend to Shi’ite Iran. It continues to this
day, with the administration’s unimaginative
management of the Iran nuclear controversy. 

In the wake of reports that Iran had resumed
uranium enrichment research, the U.S. admin-
istration’s actions would give even a casual
observer a sense of déjà-vu: a Muslim nation
and avowed U.S. enemy is covertly develop-
ing weapons of mass destruction, Bush
claims. This is followed by referral to the
Security Council and talk of regime change. 

Of course, the big difference between Iraq
and Iran is that this time, the threat is real, and

a hasty invasion and change of regime aren’t
viable options.

The arguments against a U.S.-led “surgical
strike” on Iran’s nuclear facilities are strong.
While some Iranians profess frustration with
the clerical regime and admiration for the
United States, the latter’s ignominious record
of interference in Iranian politics remains
fresh in their memory: toppling Iran’s popular
and democratic prime minister, Mohammed
Mossadegh, in a Central Intelligence Agency-
sponsored coup, while upholding its unpopu-
lar and undemocratic Pahlavi Shahs.

The enduring consequence of this anti-
democratic legacy in Iran is a stigma that
attaches to any political project associated
with America. Bush should have no illusions
about the reaction to a military solution: this
is no Iraq. Iranians will rally around
Ahmadinejad, whose nuclear policy they
appear to support. The consequences are easy
to predict: more leaders like Ahmadinejad and
a more resolutely anti-American Iran. 

The Bush administration does not seem to
appreciate such concerns, having publicly
refused to rule out a military solution. Given
the perils of military intervention, one might
reason that the best solution is indigenous
regime change. The more likely the prospect
of a nuclear Iran, the greater the U.S. interest
in pressing for a friendly regime. As March
13’s New Yorker reveals, the Bush administra-
tion has considered this strategy, prodded by
experts who claim that an anti-clerical revolu-
tion is just a few million dollars away. Last
week, Condoleezza Rice, in testimony to
Congress, introduced a new Iran strategy
based on “soft diplomacy,” which would
include greater assistance to pro-democracy
groups, U.S.-funded radio and television pro-
gramming, and educational fellowships.  

As far as the nuclear issue is concerned, this
seems a waste of time. If the United States
wishes to make real headway with Iran, it
must eliminate a long-standing premise of its
Iran policy—that the regime is a temporary
aberration. This means doing the heretofore
unthinkable: reestablishing diplomatic rela-
tions with Iran. 

As a second-term president, Bush is ideally
situated to make this politically risky move in
exchange for key Iranian concessions. Step
one: Bush recants his axis-of-evil bluster;
Ahmadinejad recants his Israel nonsense.
Step two: Bush offers strong economic incen-
tives in exchange for a moderation of Iran’s
nuclear position. (A survey of the engineers
and Ph.D.s manning the Tehran taxi fleet
demonstrates the potential strength of the eco-
nomic trump card.) 

Engagement with Iran is fraught with risk.
But if Bush values American security and
Middle Eastern stability over his political
fate, he should pursue it. It would, however,
require a level of political imagination that his
administration has yet to demonstrate.

Sandra Hernandez (MIA1) is concentrating in
the Middle East and IMC. She is Communiqué’s
SIPA News co-editor.

War in Iraq, Consequences in Iran

Iranians attend an anti-Israel and anti-USA rally in Tehran. Thousands of Iranians staged anti-
Israel protests across the country Friday and repeated calls by their ultra-conservative presi-
dent who repeated the words of the late Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, founder of Iran's
Islamic revolution, by saying: “Israel must be wiped off the map.” 

Rethinking U.S. Relationship with Iran
By Daniel Doktori By Sandra Hernandez
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Traveling through northern
Ukraine by bus in 1996, it seemed
curiously dark in the rain. Drops
stained light-colored shirts, and
bees buzzing around were the size
of a small, fisted hand. 

Ten years earlier, on April 26,
1986, reactor number 4 of the
Chernobyl nuclear power station in
Ukraine exploded. The explosion
released one hundred times more
radiation than was created by the
atom bombs dropped over
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

This year marks the 20th anniver-
sary of the Chernobyl nuclear dis-
aster. The communities of the for-
mer Soviet Union will mark the
memory of the accident with writ-
ten assessments of the change, pre-
pared for a conference to take place
in Belarus this April. 

Belarus announced an interna-
tional Chernobyl conference,
“Comchernobyl,”  at the 58th ses-
sion of the United Nations General
Assembly. The conference, to be
held in Minsk April 17-23, will
“analyse the accumulated
Chernobyl disaster mitigation
experience and…develop recom-
mendations defining the strategy of
actions in (the nuclear energy) field
for the next decade,” according to
the Belarusian embassy in
Washington.

Speaking by phone from Minsk,
the conference coordinator, Inna
Popova, said, “The main objective
of the conference is to analyze the
accumulated Chernobyl disaster
mitigation experience and to devel-
op recommendations for action…
Representatives of the Russian
Federation, Belarus and Ukraine,

international and governmental
organizations, and NGOs will 
participate.” 

The Swiss Agency for
Development and Cooperation
(SDC) in Belarus is a chief coordi-
nator of the conference and has
been engaged in Chernobyl relief
efforts since the accident. The
SDC, part of the Swiss Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, works to help
Belarusian residents affected by the
accident, and to raise awareness
about the continuing need for inter-
national commitment to the issues
surrounding it. 

Reva Tedeschi, with the SDC
office in Minsk, pointed to what
she sees as the true hurdle of post-
Chernobyl recovery. 

“At this stage, the radiological
and socioeconomic rehabilitation
of the contaminated areas is still
critical,” she said. “Rehabilitation
—real economic recovery and sus-

tainable development of the affect-
ed areas—requires new approach-
es, scientifically justified decisions
and considerable financial input.” 

Both Tedeschi and Popova
believe that the 20th anniversary of
the Chernobyl disaster has the
potential to focus the attention of
the international community on the
problems of recovery and the needs
of the affected areas. 

“We want to mobilize interna-
tional assistance to complement
our in-country efforts,” said
Tedeschi. 

The relevance of such a confer-
ence lies in that mobilization effort.
According to a 2005 Chernobyl
Forum study, which involved more
than 100 scientists from eight spe-
cialist U.N. agencies and the gov-
ernments of Ukraine, Belarus and
Russia, the Chernobyl accident was
the result of a flawed reactor design
operated by inadequately trained

personnel and without proper
regard for safety.

Urgent technical changes have
already been made. Today, the most
pressing needs relate to the contin-
uing humanitarian problems. 

The 1986 explosion burned for
nine days, causing the release of
radiation into the environment.
According to the 2005 report, 56
people were killed or have subse-
quently died as a result of the acci-
dent, including nine children from
thyroid cancer. Among the 200,000
workers exposed in the first year
after the accident, an estimated
2,200 radiation-related deaths are
still expected. Moreover, some 7
million people are eligible for ben-
efits as “Chernobyl victims.” 

The 600-page report states that
people in the area have suffered a
“paralyzing fatalism” due to mis-
perceptions about the threat of radi-
ation, which has contributed to a
culture of chronic dependency.
Like some critics of the U.S. feder-
al government’s management of
the victims of Hurricane Katrina
who complain of a ‘hotel culture’
of dependency after the hurricane,
Inna Popova says that those within
the zone of radiation at the time of
the accident “took on the role of
invalids.”

“Mental health, coupled with
smoking and alcohol abuse, is a
much greater problem than radia-
tion, but worst of all, at the time,
was the underlying level of health
and nutrition,” she said. 

In the days after the attack,
116,000 people were relocated
within the radiation zone, but
Popova said those moves were

“very traumatic and did little to
reduce ratiation exposure.”

As part of the 20th anniversary
conference, scholars have pro-
duced scenarios for phasing out
nuclear power in Belarus, Russia
and Ukraine.

“These are built around three pil-
lars,” said Popova. “They are
increased energy conservation,
energy efficiency, and improved
eco-efficiency.” 

Today in Ukraine, nuclear power
plants currently under construction
are to be completed using Western
safety equipment. The availability
of such standard equipment was
not possible at the time of the
Chernobyl accident, generating
thoughts that the accident’s victims
may be the true casualties of the
Cold War.

Many international programs
have been initiated following
Chernobyl, but only since the fall
of the Soviet Union. Since 1989,
more than 1,000 nuclear engineers
from the former Soviet Union have
visited Western nuclear power
plants. The database of the Nuclear
Safety Assistance Coordination
Center, a monitoring agency based
in Belgium, lists Western aid total-
ing almost $1 billion for more than
700 safety-related projects in for-
mer Eastern Bloc countries. 

The human costs, however,
linger—which is why in the eyes of
Popova, Tedeschi and others like
them, the Comchernobyl confer-
ence is a vital next step.

Rebecca Leicht (MIA1) is an IMC
concentrator who has worked as a
teacher in Ukraine and Belarus.

A Storm in April: Chernobyl 20 Years Later 

When Halima Ahmed was grow-
ing up in Funtua, her father had lit-
tle doubt she would accomplish
great things. An only child in a con-
servative Nigerian Muslim com-
munity where large families are the
norm, Ahmed lost her mother as a
toddler and was raised by her
father, who never remarried.  

Growing up as a Hausa girl in
Funtua has many challenges, not
least of which is the burdensome
sense of eroded pride that blankets
the ancient northern Nigerian city.
Located in Katsina state—which
was once the cradle of the his-
toric Katsina Islamic civiliza-
tion and center of Koranic
learning—Funtua today is a frac-
tion of its once glorious self.

Katsina is one of 12 Nigerian
states that practice Sharia law, a
conservative interpretation of the
Koran that dictates severe punish-
ments for those who violate it. 

In 2003, Katsina became the
focus of world attention when a 30-
year-old mother, Amina Lawal,
was sentenced to be stoned to death
for adultery while the male adulter-
er was set free. She was eventually
spared her life by a Katsina high
court, but many Nigerians ques-
tioned whether the state allowed
young girls and women to flourish.

Despite the odds stacked against
her, Halima Ahmed was destined
for something different.

“My father gave me the best edu-
cation possible,” she said. “He
taught me personally, and I was
always ahead of my class. I could
almost read and write before I start-
ed school.”    

That intelligence has taken her
far. Today, Ahmed is the first
female Secretary General of the
parliament of the Economic
Community of West African States
(ECOWAS). She is a major donor
to scholarships for Katsina girls for
higher education, and speaks regu-
larly on protecting northern
Nigerian women’s rights.

Ahmed joined ECOWAS in 1990
as a fledgling advisor in the legal
department. Soon after, she was
almost single-handedly drafting
peace agreements between ECOW-
AS and numerous warlords, includ-
ing Charles Taylor and his rebel
group, the National Patriotic Front
of Liberia (NPFL), during the
bloody First Liberian Civil War.      

ECOWAS was formed to unite
West African nations to address
regional economic challenges. But
after the outbreak of the war in
Liberia, it created an armed peace-
keeping force, the ECOWAS
Monitoring Group (ECOMOG).

“Nobody thought ECOWAS
would delve into peacekeeping,”
Ahmed said. “All of a sudden [the
ECOWAS legal department]
became the most relevant. It was
just by coincidence.” 

Having extended its mandate into
peacekeeping rather abruptly, the
ECOWAS secretariat suddenly
found itself short of staff.
Employees were charged with alien
responsibilities, and almost all had
duties in the war zone at some
point. Ahmed, one of a handful of
women on board, was also tasked
with the same responsibilities as
male counterparts. For the first

time in her life, her gender was a
“non-issue,” Ahmed said.  

“One day, our helicopter got lost
during a flight from our base in
Freetown [Sierra Leone] to
Monrovia [Liberia]. We were
afraid of getting attacked by the
NPFL...so we maneuvered over the
Atlantic for hours. We were very
scared, and did not think we would
survive,” she recalled. “Eventually,
we landed in a village. At first, we
were not sure if we had landed on
Liberian territory. But it turned out to
be a friendly village in Sierra Leone.”

Ahmed survived unscathed, and
her work would eventually prove
vital to ECOMOG’s negotiation
victories during the civil war.
While taking longer than predicted
to quell, most analysts credit ECO-
MOG for ending the conflict.   

“It took the European Union
more than 35 years to get to where
they are, but in a short while, we
have achieved so much,” Ahmed
said. “ECOWAS has surpassed the
EU in peacekeeping, and they
acknowledge this. We succeeded in
Liberia and Sierra Leone.”    

As for her women’s rights advo-
cacy, Ahmed still has faith in
Sharia Law. 

“I want to see the rights of
women upheld in my lifetime, not
only in Western law but also
Islamic law, which is not what it
should be,” she said. “People are
using it for political purposes. It is
a question of interpretation. There
are positive aspects of Sharia.” 

Remi Bello (MIA1) is the founder
of the Africa Institute.

Halima Ahmed: ECOWAS Pioneer
By Remi Bello

Taras, six, a victim of after-effects of radioactive fallout from the 1986
Chernobyl disaster, during a protest organized by Ukraine’s Chernobyl
Union members, in Kiev, Ukraine. The writing on his hat reads
“Chernobyl’s children.” 

By Rebecca Leicht
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Museum Trail: P.S.1
Continued from Page 1
strenuously experimental. Do you
enjoy obscure video art projects
and kinetic sculptures made from
old industrial products? If this is
your bag, don’t let your two years
in New York slip away without get-
ting in a visit to P.S.1.

Given the diverse nature of the
art served up by the curators,
you’re guaranteed not to like
everything they have on tap, but the
high quality should ensure that
only the stodgiest of visitors will be
unable to find anything that appeals
to them.

My personal favorite was a
gallery filled with the wooden
sculptures of Ricky Swallow. Is it
possible to describe sculpture as
photorealistic? If so, Swallow’s
surreal still lifes might qualify.

But my favorite aspect of P.S.1 is
without question the building itself.
It has been modernized and re-pur-
posed in some ways, but which
retains a very strong flavor of the
quaintly utilitarian public institu-
tion it once was. My wife, herself a
product of the New York City
school system, was nostalgically
delighted by the old iron staircases
caged in with steel grille-work.

The place has a remarkably
European feel for an American
museum. The distinctive blend of
an ornate architectural backdrop
with a severe, Bauhaus-style
makeover suggests the sort of cul-
tural institution one might stumble
across in a Benelux country. Add to
this the fact that we heard more
German and French among the vis-
itors than English and that the

pricey but serviceable café is deco-
rated with borderline obscene
murals, and the effect is complete.

One of the highlights of the
building is a top-floor room, open
only close to dusk on dry days, that
sports comfortable benches and a
large, framed opening to the sky.
Visitors are encouraged to sit back
quietly and watch the clouds pass
by, as if they were art. The effect is
subtle enough that one is inclined
to suspect one is watching a high-
tech video display. The jarringly
abrupt appearance of a wheeling
seagull or the distant rumble of a
passing el train will occasionally
jolt the viewer into an awareness of
the concrete reality of the exhibit.

Other interesting museums in the
area include the Isamu Noguchi
Museum of sculpture and the
American Museum of the Moving
Image. But if you’re museum-ed
out, consider taking the train anoth-
er few stops out to Jackson Heights
to seek out some first-rate Indian
food at the Jackson Diner.

Anthony Deckoff (MIA1) grew up
in New York but never visited P.S.1
before this month. He feels bad
about that.

P.S.1 is open Thursday through
Monday from noon to  6 p.m.

It is located at 22-25 Jackson
Ave. at the intersection of 46th Ave.
in Long Island City, Queens. 

Take the E or V train to 23rd
St./Ely Ave., the G train to 21st St.
or the 7 train to 45 Rd./Court
House Square.
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While leading a food security survey in Somalia in the summer of
2005, I met these women on the beach of a village called Bender
Beyla that had not only suffered war and drought, but had now been
pummeled by the Indian Ocean tsunami. They were standing beside
their tsunami-destroyed home, grinding the last of their corn. Their
spirits were high considering the difficulties. And they welcomed my
photography, because they thought it might help them receive more
assistance or trade business.

Photograph and caption by Daniel Gerstle. This picture is part of the
Humanitarian Affairs Working Group Second Annual Photo Exhibit,
currently on display on the fourth floor.

Continued from Page 1
rate. Lukashenka signed a series of
economic and political treaties with
Russia, thus ensuring his regime a
strong supporting neighbor. In the
meantime, opposition leaders and
activists have been persecuted,
beaten or forced to resign. Some
emigrated; others disappeared. 

In 1999, Lukashenka became
president for a second term. In
2004, he held another nationwide
referendum to change the repub-
lic’s constitution once again, allow-
ing him to run for a third term.

“Bat’ka” was getting ready for
his “landslide victory” of 2006. 

According to the Organization of
Security and Cooperation in
Europe, which monitored the
March 19 vote, the election was
fraudulent. There were reports of
officials not allowing foreign mon-
itors to see the ballots being count-
ed. Some voting centers did not
permit OSCE officials at polling
stations. There were also reports of
police standing by ballot boxes.

Students of Vitebsk Medical
University speculated that officials
had put video surveillance cameras
in the voting booths; they were
afraid of reprisals in the future for
casting a vote for the opposition.

However, Nikolai Tsimashenka,
an exiled Belarusian youth activist
living in Trenton, New Jersey, said
cameras would be an unnecessary
expenditure for a government that
has already intimidated so many
into quiet compliance. 

“[The] Belarusian repression
mechanism is based on fear and
misinformation,” he explained.

“Belarus has no independent
media outlet, no place to have an
open discussion. People do not

know what is going on, they are
afraid to take it to the streets,”
Tsimashenka continued.

However, the unprecedented
number of protesters that flooded
October Square in Minsk defied the
common perception of Belarusians
as politically indifferent.

But unlike the Ukrainian revolu-
tion, Minsk opposition leaders
seem to have struggled with guid-
ing that support.

Nikolai Tsimashenka has many
friends who stood in the central
square for five days. 

“I received many phone calls
from my friends puzzled with the
direction this protest was taking,”
he said. 

“It seems like nobody knew what
was going on. There was no clear
pattern, no logistical support. In
Kiev [during Ukraine’s Orange
Revolution] the tents and the food
were given to protesters. The...
speakers worked. In Minsk, people
had to leave and bring their own
food supplies and tents. They
risked not making it back through
the police lines.”

Syarzhuk Sokalay-Vouysh, head
of the Klichevsky Fund and a
Belarusian opposition leader based
in Queens, said that the protestors’
calls for another vote are useless.

But he continues to be hopeful
about the future. 

“What this protest showed was
the fact that Belarusians are not
afraid anymore,” Sokalay-Vouysh
said. “There is progress. We will go
door-to-door and talk to people. We
will invigorate the masses to create
a strong opposition for the future.”

Elina Sverdlova (MIA1) was born
and raised in Belarus.

The Colorless Revolution

Media coverage of Iraq rarely
defines with any precision who is
fighting, who is dying and why. As
the conflict has dragged on over the
past three years, news reports have
given the public a variety of con-
flicting pictures of the combatants.

Recent news coverage of Iraq
paints a deadly serious picture of a
country on the brink of civil war.
The world is greeted daily by con-
fusing, vague reports of mass
graves or masses of unburied bod-
ies turning up all over the country. 

In the most recent issue of the
magazine Foreign Affairs, Dr.
Stephen Biddle (a SIPA professor
and Council on Foreign Relations
fellow) wrote, “The current strug-
gle is not a Maoist ‘people’s war’
of national liberation; it is a com-
munal civil war with very different
dynamics.” 

Rumors of civil war are hardly
new; a Knight-Ridder report on the
assassination of Ayatollah
Mohammed Baqir al-Hakim in
September 2003 speculated on the
possibility of ethnic-sectarian con-
flict if Sunnis were found to have
been behind the attack. 

Despite known ethnic divides in
Iraq, however, the early stages of
the violence were couched in terms
of a limited revanchist element. A
consensus view never quite devel-
oped in the press or among Middle
East analysts.

In July 2003, departing U.S.
commander Tommy Franks denied
that attacks against coalition forces
were part of a large and coordinat-
ed insurgency. 

“Guerrilla and insurgency opera-
tions are supported by the people,”
Franks told the press, “and I’ve
demonstrated to my own satisfac-
tion that the people of Iraq do not
support the violence that we’re see-
ing right now.” 

But one week later, the  incoming
general, John Abizaid, was quoted
in reports saying, “I would describe
this as a classical guerrilla-type
campaign against us.” 

A secret Central Intelligence
Agency report leaked to Knight-
Ridder news services in November
2003 supported the belief that the
violence in Iraq is part of a
widespread insurgency. 

The report warned, “Growing
numbers of Iraqis are concluding
that the U.S.-led coalition can be
defeated and are supporting the
resistance.” 

The report also speculated that
Iraqi Shi’ites “could soon join
hard-line Sunni Muslim opposition
groups in guerrilla attacks against
the U.S.-led coalition.” 

Officials downplayed these ideas,
however; while the report speculat-
ed that insurgents might number as
many as 50,000, Gen. Abizaid told
reporters, “I would say that the
force of people actively armed and
operating against us does not
exceed 5,000.”

The involvement of foreign
Islamic extremists in Iraq is also a
hotly contested subject. 

The bombing of the United
Nations headquarters in early
August 2003 was the first suicide
attack of the Iraqi occupation. It
was also the first attack which was
blamed on foreign “jihadi” 
elements. 

The UK-based Daily Telegraph
reported in October 2003, “The
number of such fighters in the
country has increased rapidly since
August when al-Qaeda called for a
holy war in Iraq.” 

Yet military intelligence esti-
mates of foreign involvement in the
insurgency, which are consistently
debated internally, have hovered
between only 5 and 10 percent. 

Reports from within the insur-
gency describe close coordination
and resource sharing, as well as
open animosity and armed conflict
between factions of foreign insur-
gents and indigenous Iraqis.

The popularity of foreign fighters
has been hard to assess, and there
may be reason to discredit the U.S.
military’s own analysis of Iraqi
sentiment toward the foreign insur-
gents. For example, a July 2005
CNN report flagged two suspi-
ciously similar quotes in U.S. mili-
tary news releases. 

In the first, a man was quoted as
saying, “The terrorists are attack-
ing the infrastructure, the ISF (Iraqi
Security Forces) and all of Iraq.
They are enemies of humanity
without religion or any sort of
ethics. They have attacked my
community today and I will now
take the fight to the terrorists.” 

A second news release that
month attributed the same quote to
another “unidentified Iraqi,” except
that “ISF” was changed to “chil-
dren.” When the press pointed out
the similarity, the military reissued
the statement without the quote.

Even the targets and the intensity
of the conflict can be hard to gauge
at times. In July 2004, the
Financial Times reported, “The
level of violence in Baghdad has
picked up over the past week after
more than two weeks of relative

quiet since sovereignty was passed
to Iyad Allawi.” 

Yet The Boston Globe had report-
ed a day earlier, “Nearly as many
U.S. soldiers lost their lives in Iraq
in the first half of July as in all of
June, even as Iraqi insurgents seem
to have shifted focus from attack-
ing U.S. targets to aiming instead at
Iraqi security forces and govern-
ment officials.” This shift in attacks
was also reported in February and
May 2004. 

As early as August the following
year, The Independent of London
reported that thousands of bodies
were being brought to the morgue
in Baghdad every month.

“Mortuary officials have been
appalled at the sadism visited on
the victims,” the report said. It
quoted one official as saying, “We
have many who have obviously
been tortured—mostly men. Many
have their hands fastened behind
their backs with handcuffs and
their eyes have been bound with
Sellotape… These are executions.” 

Since the February bombing of
the Golden Mosque—sacred to
Iraq’s Shi’ites—in Samarra, similar
accounts have dominated the news. 

The Economist reported, “Sunnis
are terrorised by these incidents,
just as Shias are terrorised by insur-
gent attacks. In this atmosphere,
false reports of sectarian threats
and attacks are abundant in
Baghdad and elsewhere. It doesn’t
make much difference. Fact and
rumour combine to create a fear-
some atmosphere.”

Things look confusing and con-
tradictory on the streets of
Baghdad. To date, they have been
no clearer from 6,000 miles away.

Ben Ryan (MIA1) is an ISP
concentrator. 

Who Goes There? Our Muddy
Understanding of the Iraq War
News Analysis by Ben Ryan

Iraqi schoolchildren look at a medic, attached to the U.S. Marines, who is
wearing body armor while on patrol in Husaybah, a Syrian border town
west of Baghdad.
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Follies: SIPA’s True Self
Revealed As my time

at SIPA
winds down,
I thought I’d
help first-
years out
with a com-

pact glossary of key econ and stats
terms, as I recall them now:
Utility functions: What is sadly
lacking in things like belly-buttons,
appendices and wings on penguins.
Constant returns to scale: What
you do in wide-eyed hope after
every workout at the gym.
Diminishing returns to scale:
What happens when school takes
over your life and you stop going to
the gym.
Indifference curves: After a cer-
tain point you stop thinking about
the gym. Indifference curves then

appear, mostly around the mid-sec-
tion and buttocks.
Natural experiment: That time
you visited a nudist colony.
Goodness of fit: What the sales
attendant at Macy’s brainwashes
you into believing before your
senses return… 2 hours, $200 and 1
ugly business suit too late.
Confidence interval: Those few
seconds in between having con-
ceived the world’s most brilliant
pick-up line and using it on an
unreasonably attractive girl/guy,
when your self-assurance deserts
you and your mouth acts without
direction from your brain to say
something that sounds remarkably
like “gumdumbumboob.”
Credible threat: Her/his blank
response to your stunning display
of suave sophistication.

On a muggy day in Bangkok over
spring break, I sat with a fellow
SIPA tourist in a bustling food stall,
picking at my chili-stained rice as
he pored over Lonely Planet.
Another young Westerner sat down
at the table with a Thai companion
and began to berate other foreign-
ers for their ignorant ways. “Most
farang don’t know anything about
respecting local culture,” he pontif-
icated. “They just stick their noses
in their Lonely Planets and do the
typical tourist thing,” he said, wav-
ing toward my oblivious friend.

Who does he think he is?, I bris-
tled. He has no idea of our vast
experiences in other countries, our
prolific foreign language skills or
our incredible stamina in the
respecting of local cultures!
Doesn’t he know how much we pay
to be globally in-the-know SIPA
matriculants? Nevertheless, the
patchouli-scented scoffer had
struck a nerve, and I wondered if
and how we SIPA students might
seem to be “typical” tourists.

Okay, so we may be prone to
kitsch and convenience on occa-

sion. On our flight to Chiang Mai (I
have more than done my share of
overnight bus travel, thank you
very much) we were checked in by
two young female airline employ-
ees dressed in yellow vinyl hot
pants, go-go boots and huge feath-
ered wings. My friend hustled out
his camera and asked me to take a
photo as he posed, grinning, with
the two birdies.

I obliged my pal, but, like the
good Human Rights concentrator
that I am, paused to consider the
costumes from a perspective of
promoting gender equality. I eased
my conscience by noting that our
in-flight reading materials—The
End of Poverty for me and an
emerging markets text for my
friend—were a testament to our
sensitivity regarding global issues.

Laden with water bottles and
cameras the next day, we set out to
see Chiang Mai’s most famous wat.
As we bounced up the mountain in
the back of a truck, we debated the
nuances of Asian economic growth
and rural-urban divides. Sadly, we
had to halt our scintillating conver-

sation to climb a few million steps
up to the temple. I feigned a need to
take photos at regular intervals, for
fear I’d rupture a lung otherwise.
This is why you pay extra for taxis,
I recalled. Thoroughly wat-ted out,
I did my part to support the local
economy by taking taxis every-
where for the rest of the day.

Perhaps we exhibited a wee bit of
the frazzled impatience characteris-
tic of ordinary tourists on our
return to Bangkok. While trying to
convince the airline to let us onto
an earlier flight, it didn’t take long
before I demanded to speak to the
manager; my friend whipped out
the terms and conditions portion of
our tickets to press our case. Dick
Cheney would have been proud of
the menacing glares we leveled at
assorted airline personnel. We
failed in our immediate goal, but I
like to think that our efforts helped
to build capacity in customer rela-
tions in the Thai tourism sector.

After a night’s rest, we were
ready to resume our sophisticated
engagement with Thai society. We
chatted about how best to observe

the protests to
unseat the prime
minister. Who
but SIPA stu-
dents would see
public unrest as
an added benefit
to a vacation,
rather than a danger or annoyance?

With spring break behind us, it’s
my opinion that SIPA students truly
are worldly, culture-sensitive trav-
elers. For example, one scorching
afternoon, though famished from
sightseeing, my companion vetoed
a Lonely Planet restaurant recom-
mendation, complaining that it
wasn’t “Thai enough.” I concurred,
and we moved on; perhaps I was
swayed by its prices. After paying
my final semester’s tuition, I am
attempting to live in solidarity with
many others in the world—on less
than $2 a day. Still, I’m glad I
noticed that the place accepted
Visa, because I went back later
when I had a hankering for focac-
cia bread. Yet one more reason to
love Bangkok, I thought to myself
over lunch.

It’s almost time for the most
cherished of SIPA traditions. No,
it’s not graduation and it’s not that
wine tasting course either. I’m talk-
ing about Follies.

What’s Follies? On the surface, a
student variety show. A time for
dressing up in drag, mocking pro-
fessors, politicians and other not-
so-sacred cows, and for getting
hammered with friends. But it’s
also one of the rare occasions—
more so than orientation or even
graduation—when SIPA reveals its
true self. It’s when students put on
a zany, satirical performance that
pokes fun at international affairs
and the SIPA community.

In the former arena, students
offer their views of the world and
its major actors. This critique

reminds us
of our simi-
larities and
gets us to
laugh as a
community.
It’s this
SIPA take on
the world
that distin-
guishes us

from other IA programs and the
other schools on campus. It defines
our personality as a group—in
terms of what we find absurd (John
Bolton as U.N. ambassador) and of
how we’d like the world to look
(one without the “extreme
makeover” of Sadr City).

We joke to comfort ourselves in
an uncomfortable world. We laugh
together because in laughter we
can relieve ourselves of contem-
plating overwhelming global prob-
lems, while not feeling alone in our
struggle to address them. 

Follies also lets us adapt our
experiences of SIPA to comedic
form. By making fun of ourselves,
other members of the school com-
munity and the sometimes dehu-
manizing SIPA culture, Follies
reminds us to remain humble and
challenges us to reflect upon our
values and beliefs.

Making fun of each other, we
become a family. We argue, sing,

dance, play charades, drink, give
each other wet willies and  debate
those issues that matter only to us.

In the past, Follies has provided
an answer to such questions as: Is
Jeffrey Sachs a god? Will HR and
EPD concentrators actually go to a
social in Harlem? Can SIPA stu-
dents get jobs upon graduation?
Where does our tuition money go?
How does Dean Anderson get
money from alumni? Who did stu-
dents really want for a graduation
speaker last year? How do you pro-
nounce Dag Hammarskjöld’s
name, and why did we move his
lounge to the 15th floor? Are crews
of development experts (like the
Dev Squad) really the best way to
help poor people?       

Here are 10 more reasons you
should mark Saturday, April 15, in
your calendar:
1) Dean Anderson loves Follies
and attends every year.
2) SIPA Network News is not part
of the corporate media and pro-
vides cutting edge news on every-
thing from international affairs to
the latest developments at Orfeo’s.
3) Jeff Sachs will have ended
poverty by April 15, so there’ll be
no more reason to be in his harem.
4) The most incompetent adminis-
tration since Nixon is still making
decisions that affect the entire
world—and providing material for
lots of jokes.
5) Unlike orientation or gradua-
tion, there is no need to fill out any
paperwork for Follies. Just buy a
ticket and be ready to party.
6) It’s more fun than Town Hall.
7) SIPA was ranked #3 in Kaplan’s
list of Most Humorous (“You Can’t
be Serious”) Graduate Programs.
8) Celebrate the fact that fellow-
ship competition season is over.
9) This is the only time of year
when you can dance in the Dag
Lounge all night long.
10) We will have 16 kegs of
beer!!!!!

Hope to see you there!

For more information on Follies
visit http://sipafollies.com/films/
brokeback_follies.mov.
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VinSense

By Vincent Villano

Dear Annie,
I’m on the verge of a nervous

breakdown. I got an 18 on my stats
exam. I’ve never done so poorly on
a test in my life. Am I an idiot? Will
I fail out of SIPA? Everyone will
think I’m a loser. Please help me!

Stupid at Stats

Dear Stupid (you said it, not me!),
Okay, just take it easy. Take deep

breaths. Count to 10. I understand
your plight; I was once in your
shoes (well, my score wasn’t
THAT low). I tried to google
“stress relief” for suggestions on
how to relieve the tension you’re
probably feeling. Playing paintball,
having a 32 oz. serving of a drink
called Tunguska Blast, and
“scream at the top of your lungs
where no one can hear you; hit pil-
lows; wave your arms around; cry,”
all came up. None appealed to me,
so I have my own suggestion.

I’d like you to try a visual relax-
ation technique. Sit on the floor in
a still, quiet place. Close your eyes.

Imagine you’re walking into a
building. The door is heavy and the
person in front of you doesn’t hold
it open for you because she is blab-
bering into her cell phone while
holding a cup of coffee. You pass a
girl who stares at your shoes and a 

Ask Annie: 

Spring Break with a Social Conscience By Laura Carey

Econ & Stats Revisited By Maria Thomas

Those GPA Blues

SIPA is no stranger to epic bat-
tles: MPA v. MIA, students v. stats,
Canadians v. normal people. But
trumping them all, with battle lines
drawn in beer foam in the Stetten
lounge, the historic struggle for
Queen Dean of SIPA was decided
March 23 in the celebrity smack-
down of Anderson v. Mason.

The SIPASA-sponsored social
pitted the deans in a bartending
contest—the winner being decided
by the wads of singles offered by
SIPA students as tips.

“They’ve been in training for
months at a secret location,” said a
SIPASA board member who asked
to stay anonymous until after fel-
lowship decisions have been made.

Mason, apparently a ringer,
honed her professional skills
behind the bar at Canada’s own Tap
’n Keg, but Anderson, though pos-
sessing amateur status, is known to
spend summers roaming the world
in quest of the best sloe gin fizz
ever touched by a swizzle stick.

A day in advance, Anderson was
confident. Her goal? “To get you to
drink a lot.” Not a difficult task.

But the night of the event, Dean
Mason appeared ready to rumble.
Arriving in a sideways baseball cap
and hip shades, Mason served ’em
up like a pro.

“Dean Mason knows how to pour
better than Dean Anderson,” said
Julia Hook (MIA2). “Dean
Anderson poured too much foam.”

Emi Kubota (MIA1) disagreed.
“Dean Mason filled my beer so full
I spilled on myself.”

When the bills were counted,
foam beat spillage, and Anderson
took the crown. Some cried foul—
Anderson’s proximity to the
entrance seemed to contribute to
the win.

“I’ve had four from Anderson,
zero from Mason,” said Dan
McSweeny (MIA1), citing Anderson’s
location, not skills, as the reason.

Alas, the contest concluded with-
out formal resolution, as attention
promptly shifted to the evening’s
undercard battle: Bubula v. Kiki.

MPAs must do well in the job
market. Despite inferior numbers,
MPA Econ Prof. Pop-Eleches (aka
Kiki) dominated the tips contest.

I would like nothing more than to
describe how the beer-induced
dampening of inhibitions turned
the sixth floor into SIPA’s own
Bungalow 8. Alas, by 11:30 p.m.
the beer ran out and the corks
stopped popping. Some went
home, some to 1020. Anderson
retired to the 14th floor to savor her
victory with a well-earned gin fizz.

Deans Gone Wild! By Lindsay
Hamilton

“I got an 18 on my
stats exam. Am I

going to fail out of
SIPA?”

guy who stares at your chest. He
may be French, but you’re not sure.
You walk up a short flight of stairs
into a lobby of people staring
blankly at books, pretending to
read. You turn left and walk down
another corridor. It’s lit with cheap
fluorescent fixtures.

You walk into a classroom, lock
the door behind you and sit in the
front row on the end. The chairs are
cold, hard plastic. They’re bolted to
a metal rod that hits your legs. You
look at the clock and see that you
have arrived in time for your 11
a.m. stats class to turn in your final
assignment. It’s 10.58.

At 11.01, you hear a knock on the
door. You slowly turn around to see
Professor Thurman’s face through
the window. He is knocking,
mouthing at you to open the door.
You don’t respond. He yells
through the door, “Open up!” You
tilt your head to look at the clock.
His face turns tomato red as the
seconds tick by. He is waving what
appears to be a final project, shout-
ing, “I have to turn this in on time
or I’ll fail. Please let me in!”

He begins to bang frantically, his
face aflame with frustration. You
glance again at the clock, look into
his eyes and, with a slight shake of
the head, you mouth the words,
“You’re too late, Professor
Thurman. It’s too late.” His face
falls in fear. You turn back, and as
you hear him sobbing and begging
to turn his assignment in late, you
begin flipping through an In Touch
magazine you bought earlier.

Now open your eyes. Do you feel
better? I know I do. I’m so glad we
could share this.

By the way, you may want to talk
with the folks at Student Services.
They can be helpful sometimes.
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